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1Intro

2How does
Logtrust work
with *Nix?

 _ Nix

* Nix or Unix-like refers to a family of operating systems 
that are related to one or both of the original UNIX 

operating systems - BSD and SystemV. 

The category of Unix-like operating systems clearly 
includes those systems that have all three of the following 
characteristics: a direct source code lineage from the original 
UNIX, obvious UNIX characteristics and officially describe 
themselves as being UNIX. Source code is the version of 
software as it is originally written (i.e., typed into a computer) 
by a human in plain text (i.e., human readable alphanumeric 
characters). Such systems include AIX (developed by IBM), 
HP-UX (developed by HP), IRIX (developed by Silicon 
Graphics), Solaris (developed by Sun Microsystems) and 
True64 (developed by Compaq for alpha processors and now 
owned by HP).

The category of Unix-like operating systems also includes 
UNIX clones. A clone is a program (i.e., an operating system 
or an application program) that has functions and behavior 
similar to another program but which does not contain 
source code from that program.

So if you gain familiarity with any one of these UNIX-based 
operating systems, you will also have gained at least some 
familiarity with nearly every other variant of UNIX.

T he Logtrust app for Linux, Unix or *nix runs on top of 
the OS gathering various system metrics, such as:

• Hardware information such as CPU type, count, and 
cache; hard drives; network interface cards, count and 
memory.

• Information about Disk performance such as space, 
processes, attributes.

• Information about processes such as last login times for 
system accounts, user attributes and security-related 
information.

• 
• User stats, such as last login times for system accounts, 

user attributes, and security-related information.

Including relevant alerts for Linux systems as follows:

• Unix Critical Error: Alerts on diverse critical errors that 
can appear in Linux systems (segmentation faults, 
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potential kernel panics, I/O errors, reboots, rsyslog 
start/stop...).

• Unix Kernel Oops: Alerts when Kernel Oops occurs in 
the system.

B asic package for a Linux system to report its system 
logs to Logtrust. It mainly consists of rsyslog 

configuration files that automate the configuration process 
discussed in section How to Send Events to logtrust: 

https://logtrust.atlassian.net/wiki/display/LD/
How+to+Send+Events+to+logtrust

It allows you to set the transmission to a secure relay with SSL 
+ client authentication.

To install the software package, follow the installation 
instructions detailed in any of this sections subsection, 
depending on your Linux distribution.

D istribution based installations for:

• Ubuntu
• Debian
• CentOS
• Fedora
• RedHat

 
Ubuntu 

Installation via Logtrust repository
Add the Logtrust repository to the system repository list (you 
only need to do it the first time):

Import the logtrust repository public key
wget http://repository.logtrust.net/PublicKey
sudo apt-key add PublicKey
sudo gpg --import PublicKey
Create the following file:
 
/etc/apt/sources.list.d/logtrust.list file
deb http://repository.logtrust.net/ precise main
Finally, update the APT local database and install Logtrust 
packages:

3Technical
issue

4Distribution 
based

instalations
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Installation of Logtrust packages
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install logtrust-system logtrust-monitor

Update via the Logtrust repository
To upgrade any of the Logtrust packages to the latest 
version, we will follow the same procedure as with a normal 
distribution package.

Example for DEB based distributions:

DEB package update
$ sudo apt-get update
$ sudo apt-get install logtrust-system
$ sudo logtrust-system-configure (If it does not run 
automatically)

Installation via Ubuntu PPA repository
WORK IN PROGRESS (Currently unavailable)
You can also download Logtrust packages from the following 
Ubuntu PPA (Personal Package Archive):

Adding an Ubuntu PPA repository
sudo add-apt-repository ppa:logtrust/logtrust
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install logtrust-system logtrust-monitor

Installation via .deb packages
Download the logtrust-system and logtrust-monitor packages 
from the download section following this link https://www.
logtrust.com/downloads and install them: 

.deb packages installation
sudo dpkg -i logtrust-system_0.1-1_all.deb
sudo dpkg -i logtrust-monitor_0.1-1_all.deb

Configuration/reconfiguration
During the initial installation, the setup script will be 
automatically launched. If, at a later date, you want to 
reconfigure any of the packages you will only need to run: 
 
Reconfiguration of a package
sudo logtrust-PACKAGE-configure
You can also run:
 
Reconfiguration of a package
sudo dpkg-reconfigure logtrust-PACKAGE
Example:

Package reconfiguration commands
sudo logtrust-system-configure
sudo logtrust-monitor-configure
sudo dpkg-reconfigure logtrust-system
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sudo dpkg-reconfigure logtrust-monitor

Uninstalling
Run one of these two commands:

Remove package
apt-get purge logtrust-PACKAGE
dpkg --purge logtrust-PACKAGE

Tested versions
• Ubuntu 13.x
• Ubuntu 12.x
• Ubuntu 11.x
• Ubuntu 10.x

Common errors in Ubuntu 13.x
No known issues.

Common errors in Ubuntu 12.x
Currently the secure transmission with TLS/SSL does not 
work due to a bug in the version gnutls (libgnutls26 package, 
version 2.12.14). 

To fix the problem you need to install a later version of the 
library: 

libgnutls28 update
apt-get install libgnutls28 
It is also necessary to force rsyslog to load the new version 
by adding the following line to the /etc/default/rsyslog 
configuration file:

/etc/default/rsyslog file update
# For a x64 system
LD_PRELOAD=”/usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libgnutls.so.28”
# For a x86 system
#LD_PRELOAD=”/usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu/libgnutls.so.28”
export LD_PRELOAD 
Finally, restart rsyslog:

Restarting rsyslog
/etc/init.d/rsyslog restart 
 
Common errors in Ubuntu 11.x
No known issues.

Common errors in Ubuntu 10.x
No known issues.
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Debian

Installation via Logtrust repository
Add the Logtrust repository to the system repository list (you 
only need to do it the first time):

Import the Logtrust repository public key
wget http://repository.logtrust.net/PublicKey
sudo apt-key add PublicKey
sudo gpg --import PublicKey
Create the following file:
 
/etc/apt/sources.list.d/logtrust.list file
deb http://repository.logtrust.net/ precise main
Finally, update the APT local database and install the Logtrust 
packages:

Installation of Logtrust packages
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install logtrust-system logtrust-monitor
Update via logtrust repository
To upgrade any of the Logtrust packages to the latest 
version, we will follow the same procedure as with a normal 
distribution package.
Example for DEB based distributions:

DEB package update
$ sudo apt-get update
$ sudo apt-get install logtrust-system
$ sudo logtrust-system-configure (If it does not run 
automatically)

Installation via .deb packages
Download the logtrust-system and logtrust-monitor packages 
from the download section following this link  https://www.
logtrust.com/downloads and install them: 

.deb packages installation
sudo dpkg -i logtrust-system_0.1-1_all.deb
sudo dpkg -i logtrust-monitor_0.1-1_all.deb

Configuration/reconfiguration
During the initial installation, the setup script will be 
automatically launched. If, at a later date, you want to 
reconfigure any of the packages you will only need to run: 
 
Reconfiguration of a package
sudo logtrust-PACKAGE-configure
You can also run:
 
Reconfiguration of a package
sudo dpkg-reconfigure logtrust-PACKAGE
Example:
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Package reconfiguration commands
sudo logtrust-system-configure
sudo logtrust-monitor-configure
sudo dpkg-reconfigure logtrust-system
sudo dpkg-reconfigure logtrust-monitor

Uninstalling
Run one of these two commands:

Remove package
apt-get purge logtrust-PACKAGE
dpkg --purge logtrust-PACKAGE

Tested versions
• Debian 6.x
• Debian 5.x

Common errors in Debian 6.x
No known issues.

Common errors in Debian 5.x
Debian Lenny comes with an old version of rsyslog that does 
not support any of the functions used by logtrust packages.

Here is how to update rsyslog using Debian’s backports 
repository.
The file /etc/apt/sources.list should contain the following:
 
File /etc/apt/sources.list
deb http://archive.debian.org/debian/ lenny main contrib 
non-free
deb-src http://archive.debian.org/debian/ lenny main contrib 
non-free
deb http://archive.debian.org/debian-security lenny/updates 
main contrib non-free
deb-src http://archive.debian.org/debian-security lenny/
updates main contrib non-free
deb http://archive.debian.org/debian-volatile lenny/volatile 
main contrib non-free
deb-src http://archive.debian.org/debian-volatile lenny/
volatile main contrib non-free
deb http://archive.debian.org/debian-backports lenny-
backports main
Run the following commands to use the backports repository 
and update rsyslog:

Updating repository list & rsyslog pkg
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install debian-archive-keyring
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get purge rsyslog
sudo apt-get -t lenny-backports install “rsyslog”
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CentOS

Installation via Logtrust repository
Add the Logtrust repository to the system repository list (you 
only need to do it the first time)
Create the following file:

 /etc/yum.repos.d/logtrust.repo file
[logtrust]
name=logtrust
baseurl=http://repository.logtrust.net/rpms/
enabled=1
gpgcheck=1
gpgkey=http://repository.logtrust.net/PublicKey

Import the public key (you only need to do it the first time):

Import the Logtrust repository public key
sudo rpm --import http://repository.logtrust.net/PublicKey
Install the Logtrust packages:

Installation of Logtrust packages
sudo yum install logtrust-system logtrust-monitor
Perform the initial configuration:

Initial configuration of Logtrust packages
sudo logtrust-system-configure
 
sudo logtrust-monitor-configure

Update via the logtrust repository
To upgrade any of the Logtrust packages to the latest 
version, we will follow the same procedure as with a normal 
distribution package.

Example for RPM based distributions:

RPM package update
# yum --enablerepo=logtrust clean metadata
# yum update logtrust-system
# logtrust-system-configure
Installation via .rpm packages

Download the logtrust-system and logtrust-monitor packages 
from the download section following this link https://www.
logtrust.com/downloads and install them as normal:

.rpm package installation
sudo rpm -ivh logtrust-system-0.1-1.noarch.rpm
sudo rpm -ivh logtrust-monitor-0.1-1.noarch.rpm
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Configuration/reconfiguration
If, at a later date, you want to reconfigure any of the packages 
you will only need to run:

Package reconfiguration commands
sudo logtrust-system-configure
sudo logtrust-monitor-configure

Uninstalling
Run one of these two commands:
Remove Package
yum erase logtrust-PACKAGE
rpm -e logtrust-PACKAGE

Tested Versions
• CentOS 6.x
• CentOS 5.x

Common errors in CentOS
In CentOS SELinux is disabled by default (run getenforce to 
check the status).

If you are using CentOS with SELinux enabled, it is necessary 
to modify the SELinux policy to allow rsyslog to report its 
events to Logtrust. See section syslog & SELinux configuration

Common errors in CentOS 5.x
CentOS 5.x uses a syslog-ng daemon instead of rsyslog. 
Logtrust packages are prepared for rsyslog.
It will be necessary to uninstall syslog-ng and install rsyslog, 
to do this, run the following commands:

Replace syslog-ng with rsyslog
rpm --nodeps -e syslog-ng
rm /var/run/syslogd.pid
yum install rsyslog
On the file /etc/sysconfig/rsyslog change the SYSLOGD_
OPTIONS variable for: 

File /etc/sysconfig/rsyslog
SYSLOGD_OPTIONS=”-c 3”
It will also be necessary to add, at the end of the file /etc/
rsyslog.conf the following line:

File /etc/rsyslog.conf
$IncludeConfig /etc/rsyslog.d/*.conf
Moreover logtrust-monitor package requires a newer version 
of python than the one that comes with CentOS 5.x
It will be necessary to update the python version: 
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Updating your version of python
yum install python26

Finally, you must edit the following files: 
• /opt/logtrust/monitor/diskstat/diskstat
• /opt/logtrust/monitor/dstat/dstat

Replace the first line (#!/usr/bin/env python) with #!/usr/bin/
python26. The use of python cannot be replaced in general 
because it could break the performance of other tools that 
depend on specific packages of python’s earlier version.
 

Fedora

Installation via Logtrust repository
Add the Logtrust repository to the system repository list (you 
only need to do it the first time)
Create the following file:
 
/etc/yum.repos.d/logtrust.repo file
[logtrust]
name=logtrust
baseurl=http://repository.logtrust.net/rpms/
enabled=1
gpgcheck=1
gpgkey=http://repository.logtrust.net/PublicKey
Import the public key (you only need to do it the first time).

Import the Logtrust repository public key
sudo rpm --import http://repository.logtrust.net/PublicKey
Install the Logtrust packages: 

Installation of Logtrust packages
sudo yum install logtrust-system logtrust-monitor
Perform the initial configuration:

Initial configuration of Logtrust packages
sudo logtrust-system-configure
sudo logtrust-monitor-configure

Update via Logtrust repository
To upgrade any of the Logtrust packages to the latest 
version, we will follow the same procedure as with a normal 
distribution package.
Example for RPM based distributions:

RPM package update
# yum --enablerepo=logtrust clean metadata
# yum update logtrust-system
# logtrust-system-configure
Installation via .rpm packages
 Download the logtrust-system and logtrust-monitor 
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packages from the download section following this link 
https://www.logtrust.com/downloads and install them as 
normal:

.rpm package installation
sudo rpm -ivh logtrust-system-0.1-1.noarch.rpm
sudo rpm -ivh logtrust-monitor-0.1-1.noarch.rpm
Configuration/reconfiguration
If, at a later date, you want to reconfigure any of the packages 
you will only need to run:

Package reconfiguration commands
sudo logtrust-system-configure
sudo logtrust-monitor-configure
Uninstalling
Run one of these two commands:

Remove package
yum erase logtrust-PACKAGE
rpm -e logtrust-PACKAGE

Tested versions
Fedora 17

Common errors in Fedora
In Fedora, by default, SELinux is enabled in enforce mode 
(run getenforce to check the status). Rsyslog is one of 
the processes protected by SELinux policy, in its initial 
configuration it only allows you to send data to port 514/udp.
It will be necessary to modify the SELinux policy to allow 
rsyslog to report its events to Logtrust.

See section syslog & SELinux configuration

RedHat

Installation via Logtrust repository
Add the Logtrust repository to the system repository list (you 
only need to do it the first time)
Create the following file:

/etc/yum.repos.d/logtrust.repo file
[logtrust]
name=logtrust
baseurl=http://repository.logtrust.net/rpms/
enabled=1
gpgcheck=1
gpgkey=http://repository.logtrust.net/PublicKey
Import the public key (you only need to do it the first time):

Import the Logtrust repository public key
sudo rpm --import http://repository.logtrust.net/PublicKey
Install the Logtrust packages:
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Installation of Logtrust packages
sudo yum install logtrust-system logtrust-monitor
Perform the initial configuration:

Initial configuration of Logtrust packages
sudo logtrust-system-configure
sudo logtrust-monitor-configure

Update via the Logtrust repository
To upgrade any of the Logtrust packages to the latest 
version, we will follow the same procedure as with a normal 
distribution package.
Example for RPM based distributions:

RPM package update
# yum --enablerepo=logtrust clean metadata
# yum update logtrust-system
# logtrust-system-configure
Installation via .rpm packages

Download the logtrust-system and logtrust-monitor 
packages from the download section following this link 
https://www.logtrust.com/downloads and install them as 
normal:

.rpm package installation
sudo rpm -ivh logtrust-system-0.1-1.noarch.rpm
sudo rpm -ivh logtrust-monitor-0.1-1.noarch.rpm
Configuration/reconfiguration
If, at a later date, you want to reconfigure any of the packages 
you will only need to run: 

Package reconfiguration commands
sudo logtrust-system-configure
sudo logtrust-monitor-configure

Uninstalling
Run one of these two commands:

Remove Package
yum erase logtrust-PACKAGE
rpm -e logtrust-PACKAGE

Tested Versions
• RHEL 6.3

Common errors in RHEL
In RHEL, by default, SELinux is enabled in enforce mode 
(run getenforce to check the status). Rsyslog is one of 
the processes protected by SELinux policy, in its initial 
configuration it only allows you to send data to port 514/udp.
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It will be necessary to modify the SELinux policy to allow 
rsyslog to report its events to Logtrust. 
 
Configuration - All Distributions
logtrust-system
When you finish installing the package, the configuration 
script will run, if this does not happen automatically, run:  

Configuration script
sudo logtrust-system-configure
The first thing the script will ask for is the machine name and 
the port for Logtrust’s relay where the system will report to:
 

To find out which relays are enabled and the ones you can 
send information to, see section Domain Administration --> 
Data Sources  of the web application.

During the next step you will be asked if the relay you have 
indicated is an insecure relay (unencrypted sending), or a 
secure relay (encrypted + authenticated channel):
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If you have set an insecure relay, the configuration process 
ends here.

If otherwise, we are configuring a secure relay. The next step 
will ask us for the API key of the current user. The API key 
is needed to download the user certificate in an automatic 
way, this certificate will be used later on to establish a secure 
channel with the Logtrust endpoint

You can find your API key in the Domain Administration -> 
Credentials section of the webapp and enter it in the next 
config step:
 

After downloading the certificate we will have to confirm it, 
or if we want to change it for another certificate previously 
installed in the system:

 
If there are any errors in the certificate download process, we 
will see an error report:
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You can submit the error report to logtrust support.
In any case, it is always possible to download the certificate, 
the private key and the CA for your user manually. Just go to 
the section Domain Administration -> Credentials  of the web 
application.

If you still do not have any certificates, click on the “New 
certificate” button on that same page. Then you must tell the 
script where you have stored the downloaded files:

Finally, the rsyslog process will automatically restart so that it 
can take into account Logtrust’s new configuration.

logtrust-monitor
This package installs a series of scripts that allow you to 
monitor the consumption of system resources (CPU, memory, 
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disk, etc) from the Logtrust application, and to generate alerts 
when defined thresholds are exceeded.

It also allows you to label the system with different concepts 
so as to ease its management by groups from the Logtrust 
application.

To install the software package follow the installation 
instructions detailed in any of this sections subsection 
depending on your Linux distribution.
When you finish installing the package, the configuration 
script will run, if this does not happen automatically, run:  

Configuration Script
sudo logtrust-monitor-configure
The script will ask you whether you would like to tag the 
machine or not: 
 

Tagging a machine at the source is useful to categorize the 
type of server and its role, and afterwards allow you to consult 
from the web application any information regarding the 
systems comprising any of these groups.

If you do not label the machine, the setup is complete. If you 
decide to label it, the next screen will ask you to introduce the 
tags you consider relevant separated by commas:
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This completes the configuration of the package. You 
can change the settings at any time by running the same 
command.

For more information about labelling machines and how it 
is reflected on the web application, see section How to tag 
a Machine. https://logtrust.atlassian.net/wiki/display/LD/
How+to+tag+a+Machine


